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Abstract
Modern astronomical data processing requires complex software pipelines to process ever growing datasets. For radio
astronomy, these pipelines have become so large that they need to be distributed across a computational cluster. This
makes it difficult to monitor the performance of each pipeline step. To gain insight into the performance of each step, a
performance monitoring utility needs to be integrated with the pipeline execution. In this work we have developed such
a utility and integrated it with the calibration pipeline of the Low Frequency Array, LOFAR, a leading radio telescope.
We tested the tool by running the pipeline on several different compute platforms and collected the performance data.
Based on this data, we make well informed recommendations on future hardware and software upgrades. The aim of
these upgrades is to accelerate the slowest processing steps for this LOFAR pipeline. The pipeline collector suite is open
source and will be incorporated in future LOFAR pipelines to create a performance database for all LOFAR processing.
Keywords: Radio Astronomy, Performance Analysis, Profiling, High Performance Computing
1. Introduction
Astronomical data often requires significant process-
ing before it is considered ready for scientific analysis.
This processing is done increasingly by complex and au-
tonomous software pipelines, often consisting of numerous
processing steps, which are run without user interaction.
It is necessary to collect performance statistics for each
pipeline step. Doing so will enable scientists to discover
and address software and hardware inefficiencies and pro-
duce scientific data at a higher rate. To identify these
inefficiencies, we have extended the performance moni-
toring package tcollector1(Apache, 2017). The resulting
suite, pipeline collector, makes it possible to use tcollector
to record data for complex pipelines. We have used a lead-
ing radio telescope as the test case for the pipeline collector
suite. The discoveries made with our software will help re-
move bottlenecks and suggest hardware requirements for
current and future processing clusters. We summarize our
findings in Table 1 in Section 3.
Over the past two decades, processing data in radio as-
tronomy has increasingly moved from personal machines
to large compute clusters. Over this time, radio telescopes
have undergone upgrades in the form of wide band re-
ceivers and upgraded correlators (Broekema et al., 2018;
Email address: apmechev@strw.leidenuniv.nl (Alexandar P.
Mecheva )
1https://github.com/OpenTSDB/tcollector
Gupta et al., 2017). In addition, several aperture syn-
thesis arrays such as the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR,
Van Haarlem et al., 2013), Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA Lonsdale et al., 2009; Tingay et al., 2013) and
MeerKAT (Jonas, 2009) have begun observing the radio
sky, leading to an increase of data rates by up to 3 orders
of magnitude (Wu et al., 2013; Davidson, 2012).
As the data acquisition rate has increased, data size has
entered the Petabyte regime, and processing requirements
increased to millions of CPU-hours. In order for processing
to match the acquisition rate, the data is increasingly pro-
cessed at large clusters with high-bandwidth connections
to the data. An important case where data processing
is done at a high throughput cluster is the LOFAR radio
telescope.
The LOFAR telescope is a European low frequency
aperture synthesis radio telescope centered in the Nether-
lands with stations stretching across Europe. This aper-
ture synthesis telescope requires significant data process-
ing before producing scientific images (Van Weeren et al.,
2016; Williams et al., 2016; Smirnov and Tasse, 2015; Oonk
et al., 2014). In this work, we will use our performance
monitoring utility, pipeline collector2, to study the first
half of the LOFAR processing, the Direction Independent
(hereafter DI) pipeline.
One major project for the LOFAR telescope is the Sur-
2https://gitlab.com/apmechev/pipeline collector.git
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veys Key Science Project (SKSP) (Shimwell et al., 2017).
This project consists of more than 3000 observations of 8
hours each, 600 of which have been observed. These obser-
vations need to be processed by a DI pipeline, the results
of which are calibrated by a Direction Dependent (DD)
pipeline. The DI pipeline is implemented in the software
package prefactor3. The prefactor pipeline is itself split
into four stages and implemented at the SURFsara Grid
location at the Amsterdam e-Science centre (SURF, 2018;
Mechev et al., 2017). The automation and simple paral-
lelization has decreased the run time per dataset from sev-
eral days to six hours, making it comparable to the obser-
vation rate. To better understand and optimize the perfor-
mance of the prefactor pipeline, we require detailed perfor-
mance information for all steps of the processing software.
We have developed a utility to gather this information for
data processing pipelines running on distributed compute
systems.
In this work, we will use the pipeline collector utility to
study the LOFAR prefactor pipeline and suggest optimiza-
tion based on our results. To test the software on a diverse
set of hardware, we will set up the monitoring package on
four different computers and collect data on the pipeline’s
performance. Using this data, we discuss several aspects
of the LOFAR software which we present in Table 1. Fi-
nally we discuss the broader context of these optimizations
in relation to the LOFAR SKSP project and touch on the
integration of pipeline collector with the second half of the
data processing pipeline, the DD calibration and imaging.
1.1. Related Work
Scientific fields that need to process large data sets em-
ploy some type of data processing pipelines. Such pipelines
include e.g. solar imaging (Centeno et al., 2014), neuro-
science imaging (Strother et al., 2004) and infrared as-
tronomy (Ott, 2010). While these pipelines often log the
start and finishing times of each step (using tools such as
pegasus-kickstart (Vo¨ckler et al., 2006)), they do not col-
lect detailed time series performance data throughout the
run.
At a typical compute cluster the performance of every
node in a distributed systems is monitored using utilities,
such as Ganglia (Massie et al., 2004). These tools only
monitor the global system performance. If one is inter-
ested in specific processes, then the Linux procfs (Bow-
den, 2009) is used. The procfs system can be used to
analyse the performance of individual pipeline steps. Like-
wise, the Performance API (PAPI, Mucci et al., 1999) is
a tool which collects detailed low level information on the
CPU usage per process. Collecting detailed statistics at
the process level is required to understand and optimize
the performance of the LOFAR pipeline and we will inte-
grate PAPI into pipeline collector in the future. Finally,
DTrace(Gregg and Mauro, 2011) is a Sun Microsystems
3available at https://github.com/lofar-astron/prefactor
tool which makes it possible to write profiling scripts that
access data from the kernel and can be used to monitor
process or system performance at run time with minimal
overhead. As DTrace was not installed on either of the
processing clusters, we have not used it to monitor the
pipeline’s performance.
The Linux procfs system and PAPI record data which
is already made available by the Linux kernel. This option
incurs insignificant overhead as it uses data the kernel and
processor already log. Likewise PAPI reads performance
counters that the CPU automatically increments during
processing. These profiling utilities can run concurrently
with the scientific payload without using more than 1-2%
of system resources. Their low overhead is why we choose
to use them to collect performance data.
Other tools for performance analysis such as Valgrind
(Nethercote and Seward, 2007) collect very detailed per-
formance information. This comes at the expense of ex-
ecution time: running with Valgrind, the processing time
slows by up to two orders of magnitude. As such, we do
not use Valgrind along the LOFAR software.
2. Measuring LOFAR Pipeline performance with
pipeline collector
We developed the package pipeline collector as an ex-
tension of the performance collection package tcollector.
pipeline collector makes it possible to collect performance
data for complex multi-step pipelines. Additionally, it
makes it easy to record performance data from other util-
ities. A performance monitoring utility that we plan to
integrate in the future are the PAPI tools described in
section 1.1. The resulting performance data was recorded
in a database and analyzed. For our tests, we used the
LOFAR prefactor pipeline, however with minor modifica-
tions, any multi-step pipeline can be profiled.
tcollector is a software package that automatically
launches ’collector’ scripts. These scripts are sample the
specific system resource and send the data to the main
tcollector process. This process then sends the data to the
dedicated time series database. We created custom scripts
to monitor processes launched by the prefactor pipeline
(Appendix A.1).
In this work, we use a sample LOFAR SKSP data set
as a test case. A particular focus was to understand the
effect of hardware on the bottlenecks of the LOFAR data
reduction. To gain insight into the effect of hardware on
prefactor performance, the data was processed on four dif-
ferent hardware configurations (Table 2). As typical up-
grade cycle for cluster hardware is five years, our results
will be used to select optimal hardware for future clusters
tasked with LOFAR processing.
2.1. Prefactor Pipeline
The LOFAR prefactor pipeline (Van Weeren et al.,
2016) is a software pipeline that performs direction inde-
2
Result # Description
R1 Native compilation of the software performs comparably to pre-compiled binaries on
two test machines.
R2 The processing steps do not appear to accelerate significantly on a faster processor
or with larger cache size.
R3 Both calibration steps (calib cal and gsmcal solve) show linear correlation between
speedup and memory bandwidth.
R4 Disk read/write speed does not affect the completion time of the slowest steps.
R5 Both calibration steps do not use large amounts of RAM despite processing data on
the order of Gigabytes.
R6 The calib cal step can suffer up to 20% of Level 1 Instruction Cache misses, while
gsmcal only has 5% of these misses.
R7 Both calibration steps are impacted by Level 2 Cache eviction at comparable rates.
R8 The calib cal step stalls on resources 70% of cycles while the gsmcal step only 30% of
them.
R9 The calib cal uses the CPU at full efficiency for only 10 % of the CPU cycles.
Table 1: A table of all the results presented in Section 3.
pendent calibration using the LOFAR software. The LO-
FAR software stack is a software package containing com-
monly used processing software used by LOFAR pipelines
(Dijkema, 2017; Offringa et al., 2013). These tools are
built and maintained by ASTRON4.
The prefactor pipeline performs a sequence of four
stages, namely the calibrator and target calibration. The
first half of prefactor processes data from a calibration
source and the second half processes a science target.
Altogether, this processing takes six hours on a high-
throughput cluster. The final result is a data-set ready
for creating images of the sky at radio wavelengths. Fig-
ure 1 shows a graphical view of the prefactor pipeline’s
Calibrator and Target stages.
The Calibrator stage consists of the ndppp prep cal and
the calib cal step. The former flags radio interference and
averages the data, and the latter performs gain calibration
on a bright calibration source. It is followed by the fitclock
step which fits a clock-TEC model to the calibration solu-
tions (Van Weeren et al., 2016).
The Target stage consists of a ndppp prep targ step,
predict ateam, gsmcal solve and gsmcal apply steps. The
first two of these steps flag and average the target data and
calculate contamination by bright off-axis radio sources.
The gsmcal solve step determines phase solutions for each
antenna using a model of the target and the results of
the ndppp prep targ step. Finally, the gsmcal apply step
applies these solutions to the target data. Figure 2 shows
the percentage of time spent by these steps for the four
prefactor stages.
4ASTRON: Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy, url-
https://www.astron.nl/
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Figure 1: The four processing stages that make up the prefactor
pipeline. The Calibrator stages (top) process a known bright cal-
ibrator to obtain the gain for the LOFAR antennas. The Target
stages (bottom) process the scientific observation to remove Direc-
tion Independent effects. The pref cal1 and pref targ1 stages are
massively parallelized across nodes without the need of an intercon-
nect. The pref cal2 step runs only on one node, while pref targ2 is
parallelized on 25 nodes. As the LOFAR software does not use MPI,
we can run each processing job in isolation.
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Figure 2: Portion of processing time taken by each step for the four
prefactor stages, as reported by the Prefactor software. For each
stage, the majority of processing time is spent during one or two
steps. This is due to the fact that each prefactor stage also has
intermediate book-keeping steps explicitly included in the pipeline.
For each pipeline stage, the mean processing time for the longest
running steps at SURFsara is also indicated. It should be noted
that while faster, pref cal1 runs 10 times as many jobs as pref targ2.
2.2. Performance suite
Cluster performance is frequently monitored using util-
ities such as Ganglia (Massie et al., 2004, discussed in
Section 1.1). These tools cannot access individual pro-
cesses and thus cannot collect data on a per-process basis.
To collect such data, each process launched by the active
pipeline step needs to be profiled individually. Our utility
is designed to gather such performance data.
Our monitoring package, pipeline collector adds cus-
tom performance collectors (Appendix A.1) to the per-
formance collection framework tcollector. We use these
collectors to monitor individual pipeline steps as defined
by the user5. The tools attach to processes launched by
the pipeline and record performance data at a one second
interval. This sampling frequency is at high enough res-
olution to detect trends and anomalies in hardware uti-
lization, and still result in a reasonable database size.
The performance data is uploaded to a remote time se-
ries database, OpenTSDB (Sigoure, 2012). Details on the
data collection can be found in Appendix A.
2.2.1. Performance API
The time-series database is also used to collect low-level
CPU information for each process. This information is
collected by the PAPI interface (discussed in Section 1.1).
This was done through the papiex utility6 (Ahn, 2008).
This utility records the CPU’s internal performance coun-
ters. A CPU’s performance counters record information
on how efficiently the software uses the CPU’s resources.
The results from this test are detailed in Section 4.
2.3. Test Hardware
In order to study the effect of different hardware con-
figurations on the performance of LOFAR processing, the
prefactor pipeline was run on four different sets of hard-
ware. The four machines tasked with processing LOFAR
data comprised nodes at three computational clusters and
a personal computer. The tests were run while the systems
were idle to make sure there is no interference of other
software with the LOFAR processing. Table 2 details the
specifics of the four test machines.
3. LOFAR Prefactor Test Case
With the test set described in Section 2, we aim to un-
derstand processing bottlenecks in the prefactor pipeline
and make informed decisions on future hardware and soft-
ware upgrades. To do so, we processed a sample observa-
tion at institutes that typically process LOFAR data.
From the data collected by processing the sample ob-
servation, we determined the slowest pipeline steps. These
steps were the calib cal and gsmcal solve, seen in Fig-
ure 2. The calib cal step is implemented by the software
5https://gitlab.com/apmechev/pipeline collector.git
6Available at https://bitbucket.org/minimalmetrics/papiex-oss
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Location CPU Speed (MHz) CPU Model Micro-architecture Cache Size RAM Speed7 Disk Speed8
Leiden 2200 E5-4620 Sandy Bridge 16 MB 1.4 GB/s 99.7 MB/s
SURFsara 2500 E5-2680 Sandy Bridge 30 MB 2.5 GB/s 65.4 MB/s
Hatfield 2900 E5-2660 Sandy Bridge 20 MB 2.4 GB/s 155 MB/s
Laptop 3300 E3-1505M Skylake 8 MB 4.7 GB/s 822 MB/s
Table 2: CPU, Cache, RAM and Storage specifications of the four test machines. The tested machines span a factor of 1.5x in CPU speed,
4x in cache and RAM Speed and 10x in Disk speed.
bbs-reducer (Dijkema, 2017; Loose, 2008) and the gsm-
cal solve step is implemented by NDPPP (Dijkema, 2017;
Offringa et al., 2013). Both bbs-reducer and NDPPP are
part of the LOFAR software suite.
We collected performance statistics using the
pipeline collector suite as discussed in Section 2. The
runtime of the slowest prefactor steps on the four ma-
chines is shown in figure 3. The results discovered using
pipeline collector are listed in Table 1 and discussed
in Section 3.2. Using the PAPI interface (discussed in
Section 2.2.1) CPU performance data was collected. The
results from this test are detailed in Section 4.
We will present a number of insights into the perfor-
mance of the LOFAR software collected by the profiling
suite. The results are presented in Table 1 and are grouped
in three main areas. The effect of compilation on the run-
time was result R1. The set of results R2, R3, R4 and
R5 were obtained using the pipeline collector package. Re-
sults R6, R7, R8 and R9 were collected with the PAPI
package, which will be integrated into pipeline collector in
the future.
3.1. Pre-compiled vs native compilation
The performance trade-off between pre-compiled and
native compilation was studied first. The majority of the
processing for the LOFAR SKSP Project (Shimwell et al.,
2017) is done at the SURFsara gina cluster in Amster-
dam. This location is part of the European Grid Initiative
(EGI)(SURF, 2018). At this location, software is deployed
by compiling on a virtual machine and mounting it on all
worker nodes through the CernVM FileSystem (CVMFS)
service (Blomer et al., 2011). The CVMFS server allows
any client to mount a fully compiled LOFAR installation,
making it easy to distribute and version control the soft-
ware within and outside of SURFsara. An alternative is
to locally compile the LOFAR packages on each cluster.
The performance of the natively compiled9 vs CVMFS in-
7benchmarked using dd
8sequential disk read, benchmarked using fio - flexible I/O tester:
fio --randrepeat=1 --ioengine=libaio --direct=1
--gtod reduce=1 --name=test --filename=test --bs=4k
--iodepth=256 --size=4G --readwrite=read --ramp time=4
9The software was compiled using -march=native and -O3 compi-
lation flags. On the laptop, gcc resolves -march=native as broadwell.
The CVMFS installation resolves -march=native as core-avx-i.
stallations was compared on the laptop test machine us-
ing pipeline collector. In order to validate this result, the
two compilations of the same software were also tested at
the Data Science Lab at the Leiden Institute of Advanced
Computer Science (LIACS)10.
An interesting discovery is that the LOFAR software
did not process data faster when compiled natively. This
is despite the fact that the local install was compiled with
advanced processor instructions available on the host ma-
chine. Figure 4 shows a histogram of its processing time
with the two different compilation options for the calib cal
software running on the sample dataset. The same test
was done for the software performing the gain calibration
(gsmcal solve), seen in Figure 5. The result of this experi-
ment is shown in Figures 4a and 5a. The software compiled
at SURFsara showed a minor improvement for the calib cal
step on the laptop machine, however this improvement is
not seen on the computational cluster node.
Overall, the software for both steps show no significant
improvement when compiled natively. This is result R1
in Table 1. The second run at LIACS also confirms this
result for both steps (Figures 4b and 5b). This result
suggests that the slowest prefactor steps are not optimized
for modern processors.
3.2. Prefactor Runtime and Hardware Parameters
Next, we studied the dependence of runtime on dif-
ferent hardware parameters. With software that collects
per-step performance statistics for the LOFAR pipeline,
the dependence of the pipeline processing on hardware
performance can be easily profiled and studied. Us-
ing pipeline collector we determined the pipeline’s slowest
steps with respect to different hardware parameters.
The system parameters studied here are the CPU
speed, memory throughput, cache size and disk speed.
Modern computers can have a complex memory hierarchy
as demonstrated in Figure 6 (Katz and Patterson, 2001).
This is due to the cost trade-off between memory size and
memory speed. Because of this trade-off, the full dataset
is stored on disk, while the working set is placed in RAM.
This is the data that the processor needs to access at the
current time (Denning, 1968). The most frequently ac-
cessed parts of the data are stored in the CPU cache,
10https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/science/computer-
science/about-us/our-facilities
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Figure 3: Job completion times for calib cal and gsmcal solve steps tested on four hardware setups. The calib cal step ran 244 times. The
gsmcal solve ran 24 times as the data is concatenated from 244x1 to 24x10 sets. The step with the longest latency is gsmcal solve while
calib cal consumes a comparable number of core-hours over 244 jobs.
(a) Two compilation options on a Laptop (b) Two compilation options on cluster node
Figure 4: Difference in processing time for calib cal when compiled remotely and natively. calib cal was run 244 times with the native software
and 40 times with the CVMFS compilation. Two tests were done, one on the personal laptop (4a) and one on a cluster node at the LIACS
Data Science Lab (4b). The test on a cluster node shows no significant difference in runtime between compilation options. The laptop test
suggests that the remotely compiled software may run 5% faster than the local compilation.
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(a) Two compilation options on a Laptop (b) Two compilation options on cluster node
Figure 5: Difference in processing time for gsmcal solve when compiled remotely and natively. gsmcal solve was run 50 times with the native
software and 120 times with the CVMFS compilation. Two tests were done, one on the personal laptop (5a) and one on a cluster node at
the LIACS Data Science Lab (5b). Just like with the calib cal step, the gsmcal solve step also doesn’t accelerate significantly when natively
compiled.
which evicts the oldest data when full (Hazelwood and
Smith, 2004).
The CPU processing speed is faster than the RAM la-
tency, so a hierarchy of caches exist. Caches store small
subsets of the working set and have a fast connection to the
processor. The fastest data link is between the CPU and
the L1 Cache, with the link to RAM being slower and the
disk read speed slower still. The limited memory capac-
ity of the different levels of the memory hierarchy as well
as the throughput between them will lead to performance
bottlenecks. These bottlenecks will lead to the processor
waiting on memory. Such stalls lead to longer processing
times.
Figure 6: A model of the memory hierarchy, as described in (Goto
and Geijn, 2008).
3.2.1. CPU
The CPU speed is usually the primary factor deter-
mining how fast computations can be made. In general, a
faster CPU will result in faster data processing.
However, Fig. 7a shows that the runtime of the cali-
bration of the calibrator does not strongly depend on the
CPU frequency. While the test nodes at SURFsara and
Leiden run at the same CPU frequency, running on a clus-
ter node at SURFsara takes half the time as on a node at
Leiden. Even more surprisingly, the gsmcal solve step does
not benefit significantly from a faster CPU, despite being
the most computationally heavy prefactor step (R2). This
step does the gain calibration on the target field using the
StEFCal algorithm (Salvini and Wijnholds, 2014). Figure
7b shows only a slight improvement over faster CPU clock
speeds for both steps. The correlation between completion
time and CPU speed is similar for both steps.
3.2.2. Cache
The CPU has a hierarchy of caches consisting of Level
1, Level 2 Cache and LLC Cache. For the four processors
tested, the Level 1 and 2 caches were all the same size,
thus the only difference is the Last Level Cache (LLC or
just Cache in Figure 6). This cache stores data needed by
the CPU, so the larger it is, the less the processor needs
to wait for RAM to return data.
In general, numerical codes benefit from larger cache
sizes (Skadron et al., 1999; Goto and Geijn, 2008). Inter-
estingly, figure 8b suggests that the gsmcal solve step does
not exclusively depend on larger cache R3 (Table 1). On
the machines with a larger cache, the gsmcal solve step
completed processing as quickly as on the machines with
smaller cache, even down to 8MB.
3.2.3. RAM Bandwidth
If the entire data set does not fit into cache, the soft-
ware needs to transfer data from RAM to the CPU. In
these cases, prefactor benefits from a fast bandwidth be-
tween the cache and RAM. For this study, the RAM
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Figure 7: Performance of the bottleneck steps compared with
the CPU speeds of the four test machines. The values are the
mean of 244 runs (Standard prefactor run) and the error bars
show the 1-sigma of the distribution of the run time.
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Figure 8: Performance of the two bottleneck steps with respect
to Last Level Cache size. The gsmcal solve step shows no trend
between cache size and completion time. The calib cal step runs
the fastest on the machine with the smallest cache.
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Figure 9: Performance of the two bottleneck steps and RAM
bandwidth in GB/s. Both the calib cal and gsmcal solve steps
show a trend of faster processing times on machines with higher
RAM bandwidth. Both steps show a trend of decreasing pro-
cessing time with increasing RAM throughput.
throughput was benchmarked11. This command copies
dummy data into system memory. As this utility exists
on all Unix systems, this is a standardized benchmark of
the RAM performance.
Figure 9a showed that higher bandwidth is correlated
with a faster completion time for the calib cal and gsm-
cal solve steps (R4). The result is to be expected as
the working set of these steps is 200MB and 1.0GB re-
spectively, and cannot fit into cache readily, however it
is loaded into RAM within the first 5 seconds of the run
(Figure 10), and is streamed from memory throughout the
run.
11Using the command $> dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/shm/test
bs=1M count=2048
3.2.4. Disk Read speeds
The slowest link in the memory hierarchy is the disk
read speed. For the calib cal step, the entire data is loaded
into memory during the first few seconds of the run, after
which the disk only becomes important when the results
need to be written out. The gsmcal solve step streams
data from the disk to memory throughout the entire run.
The plot of disk read speeds (Fig. 11b) also shows that a
faster disk does not speed up the slowest step R5. To ver-
ify that disk throughput was not the limiting factor, the
entire dataset (25 GB) was moved to main memory (us-
ing /dev/shm). The resulting runtime for both bottleneck
steps did not change.
The calibration steps both stored less than 200MB of
data in memory throughout their run. Figure 10 shows
the time-series of the total memory used by these steps.
The calib cal step uses only 200MB of memory and gsm-
cal solve only 35MB. While the gsmcal solve step works on
a 1GB dataset, it streams the data in memory and thus
does not require 1GB of RAM. Alternatively, the calib cal
step loads the entire (200MB) dataset into memory for the
entire duration of the run. The RAM usage time-series in
Figure 10 show that the RAM is filled for the first 5 sec-
onds of the run, further confirming that the processing is
effectively independent from disk speed.
4. CPU Utilization Tests with PAPI
To gain more fine grained data on the CPU utiliza-
tion, the calib cal and gsmcal solve steps were tested with
the PAPI package. We ran this package as a test, to de-
termine whether collecting PAPI data is helpful in under-
standing pipeline performance. PAPI can record data such
as cache performance, branch prediction rate, fraction of
memory/branch instructions and others. This data is com-
plementary to the procfs information, which is collected by
the Linux kernel. As the collected data was useful in un-
derstanding the prefactor pipeline, we will include PAPI
in the pipeline collector suite in the future. In the follow-
ing sections we will discuss the results obtained for the
calib cal and gsmcal solve steps.
4.1. Level 1 Data Misses
The Level 1 Cache is split into cache for instructions
and data. For all our test hardware the L1 Data cache is 32
kB, and has a direct link to the processor’s computational
units (Jain and Agrawal, 2013). The processor collects
information logging how many times data requested by the
CPU is not located into the L1 Data cache. This counter
is called the Level 1 Data Cache Miss rate. To resolve this
type of cache miss, the data needs to be fetched from L2
Cache. When this happens, the processor has to wait for
the requested data. R7: The recorded L1 data misses in
Figure 12a, show that the software performing the calib cal
step misses 20% of its L1 data cache requests, while the
software implementing the gsmcal solve step misses less
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(a) calib cal (b) gsmcal solve
Figure 10: Time series of the Virtual Memory Resident Set Size . This is the amount of data stored in RAM (in kB) during the calib cal and
gsmcal solve steps. Both steps show the same amount of memory use on all test machines. Additionally, after a brief loading of data, the
memory usage remains constant until processing is finished.
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Figure 11: Performance of the two bottleneck steps and Disk band-
width in MB/s. There is no correlation between the Disk read speed
and the Runtime of the steps.
than 5% of L1 Cache requests. These cache misses often
happens in multi-threaded applications where there are
instructions shared by multiple threads on the same cache
line (Sarkar and Tullsen, 2008).
4.2. Level 2 Instruction Misses
Unlike the Level 1 cache, Level 2 cache stores data and
instructions in the same location. When the cache is full,
it evicts the last used element in order to make space for
newly requested data. PAPI also counts these eviction
events. Figure 12b shows that for both steps, between 50
and 70% of L2 requests for an instruction do not match the
contents of L2 Cache. This is significantly more than the
applications benchmarked in (Lebeck et al., 2002, Table
2). Because both steps process data of considerable size,
the large amount of data required can evict instructions
from the L2 cache (insight number R7 in table 1).
4.3. Resource Stalls
Modern processors have multiple computational
pipelines on chip, in order to process data in parallel (Hu
et al., 2006). There are times when the processor’s in-
ternal pipeline needs to wait for other instructions to fin-
ish. When this happens, it flags that it has ’stalled on
a resource’. These resource stall cycles are also recorded
by PAPI and represented as a percentage of total cycles.
From figure 13a, it can be seen that calib cal stalls on 70%
of the processor cycles, while gsmcal solve only on 33% of
cycles (R8).
The Full Issue Cycles counter indicates the percent-
age of processor cycles, in which the theoretical maximum
number of instructions are executed. During these cycles,
the software uses the CPU optimally. The full issue cycles
counter (Fig. 13b) also shows the difference in efficiency
between the calib cal and gsmcal solve step (R9), with
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(a) Level 1 Data cache misses
(b) Level 2 Instruction cache misses
Figure 12: Cache miss rates for calib cal and gsmcal solve, executed
on the SURFsara gina cluster. The cache is split into instruction
and data caches. The figures above show the difference in number of
cache misses for both instruction cache and data cache for the slowest
prefactor steps. calib cal suffers significantly more Data cache misses
than gsmcal solve while the two steps undergo similar instruction
Cache misses.
(a) Resource Stall Cycles
(b) Full Issue cycles
Figure 13: Resource stall cycles and Full Instruction Issue cycles.
The two steps were executed on the SURFsara gina cluster.
the former only working at peak efficiency for 10% of the
processor cycles.
The plots in Figures 13a and 13b indicate that the
calib cal step does not use the internal CPU pipelines ef-
ficiently leading to waiting on resources and sub-optimal
use of the CPU’s Computational Units.
5. Discussions and Recommendations
With an increase of data acquisition rates and data
complexity in radio astronomy, it is becoming important
to thoroughly understand and optimize the performance
of processing pipelines. Using pipeline collector, data can
be collected for each pipeline step without altering the
processing software. We store this data in a time-series
database. The collected data can be studied to help re-
searchers understand the pipeline performance for differ-
ent processing parameters, datasets, and on different hard-
ware. The pipeline collector suite is easy to deploy for
mature pipelines and has minimal impact on pipeline per-
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formance. Typical CPU usage is <0.2% with a memory
footprint of ∼ 1-10 MB.
Creating a performance model with the collected data
will allow us to to optimize future clusters for LOFAR
data processing. Doing so is necessary given the current
data throughput, number of observations and time-line of
the SKSP project. Similar issues will be encountered with
upcoming radio telescopes (Broekema et al., 2015).
To showcase the power of the pipeline collector suite,
the LOFAR prefactor pipeline was run through a single
data set on three clusters and a personal machine. A num-
ber of insights were made using the high resolution timing
data collected from this package (such as in Figure 10)
and are listed in Table 1. In the future, we’ll apply the
pipeline collector software to the more complex LOFAR
DD pipeline, ddf-pipeline12.
The slowest processing steps for the prefactor pipeline
were identified as the calib cal and gsmcal solve steps.
While the data can fit into the RAM for all of the pro-
cessing machines, it is much larger than the processor’s
internal cache (Figure 6). The discoveries made concerned
the memory hierarchy in Figure 6. Results labeled R2,
R8 and R9 related to the CPU performance; R2, R6 and
R7 related to the Cache performance; R3 and R5 related
to the Memory usage and R4 discussed the Disk speed.
Faster processors did not accelerate the gsmcal solve
step significantly, as this step streams data between the
RAM and CPU. As the CPU speed increases, streaming
applications become bottlenecked by the throughput of
data into the CPU from RAM. As the gsmcal solve al-
gorithm iteratively calibrates chunks of the data, these
chunks need to be loaded from disk once, however they
are moved from RAM to CPU multiple times during cali-
bration.
Similarly, the calib cal step is more dependent on mem-
ory throughput than on CPU speed as this step moves data
to and from memory frequently. This step also does mini-
mization looping over the dataset. As the dataset does not
fit in the cache, parts of it need to be constantly moving
from memory and back. Figure 8a shows that the ma-
chine with the smallest LLC cache runs the calib cal step
the fastest. This is likely a combination of the benefit of
faster RAM and poor cache optimization for this software.
The same effect is much less pronounced in Figure 8b, sug-
gesting that software optimization at least plays a part in
the outliers for the laptop machine.
5.1. Recommendations
Based on these results, the top hardware recommenda-
tion is that prefactor ’s slowest steps can be accelerated by
running on machines with faster memory or upgrading the
memory of the current machines. The two slowest prefac-
tor steps showed improvements on machines with faster
RAM.
12https://github.com/mhardcastle/ddf-pipeline
One software recommendation is to improve the effi-
ciency of the calib cal step through refactoring or by re-
placing the software package used. Unfortunately, the soft-
ware used for the gsmcal solve step cannot be used for the
calib cal step as it is not yet able to correct for Faraday
Rotation (Salvini and Wijnholds, 2014), making it impos-
sible to currently use the software used by the gsmcal solve
step. Faraday Rotation has recently been implemented in
a development version of the prefactor pipeline and is cur-
rently undergoing testing. This version of the pipeline will
be implemented by September 2018.
Additionally, the large number of data cache misses
recorded for the calib cal step suggests that its source code
is not optimized for multi-threaded processing. Data cache
misses are often encountered when multiple threads have
instructions on the same cache line13, forcing the memory
controller to move this cache line between cores (Lebeck
et al., 2002). This can also explain the large number of
stalled cycles (Fig. 13a) and low number of full issue cycles
(Fig. 13b) for the calib cal step. It is recommended to
further study the inefficiencies of calib cal or to replace it
with a newer software. If the software processing for this
step is updated, analysing the cache and CPU performance
of the new software will be necessary to determine whether
it efficiently uses the available computational resources.
Finally, we discovered that compiling the software on
a virtual machine did not lead to a processing slowdown.
This means that the current slowest prefactor steps are not
optimized to use advanced processor instructions. Never-
theless, the resulting cross-compatibility is an encourag-
ing result as it will allow to easily distribute pre-compiled
versions of the software without increasing the processing
time. We recommend continuing CVMFS deployment of
LOFAR software.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel system for auto-
mated collection of performance data for complex software
pipelines. We use this suite to study the LOFAR prefactor
pipeline. The results are discussed aiming to understand
the effect of different hardware parameters on the data
processing. To do so, we run the pipeline on four different
machines.
The software automatically collects performance data
at the operating system level without impacting process-
ing time. Data for each pipeline step is extracted using
the OpenTSDB API, plotted and analyzed. Additionally,
the pipeline collector suite is easy to extend with new col-
lectors that record more detailed time-series data for each
pipeline step. The performance data is stored in the time
series database OpenTSDB.
13A cache line is a row of cache memory which is loaded into CPU
as a single unit (David and John, 2005)
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Here, we used this data to find 9 insights into the LO-
FAR prefactor pipeline listed in Table 1. The implemen-
tation details are described in Appendix A.
The prefactor pipeline is used to do the initial process-
ing for over 3000 observations that are part of the LOFAR
SKSP Tier 1 survey. However, this pipeline is also used for
lots of other LOFAR datasets outside the SKSP project.
We have shown that increasing the RAM throughput is the
easiest way to speedup prefactor processing. Running the
calib cal step on hardware with RAM faster than 4 GB/s
will save up to 700k CPU hours for the 3000+ unprocessed
datasets. This throughput increase will also speedup the
gsmcal solve step by 30% saving an additional 400k CPU
hours. This is a significant fraction of the estimated 2,400k
CPU hours required to process this data with the prefactor
pipeline.
As shown in this work, we can correlate the perfor-
mance of the LOFAR software with different hardware
specifications. Additionally, the datasets can vary in size
and job overheads on the compute cluster can depend on
the processing parameters. All of these parameters af-
fect the processing latency for the calibration and imaging
pipelines. As such, a thorough parametric model is re-
quired to further optimize the end-to-end LOFAR process-
ing pipeline and predict processing times on future clus-
ters.
The design of this utility makes it easy to apply to
future LOFAR pipelines. It is important to note that
pipeline collector is general enough that it can be used
by other scientific pipelines, with no modification of the
pipeline. Integrating pipeline collector with a different
pipeline requires only minor work. In future work, we will
integrate pipeline collector with ddf-pipeline. We will use
this data to create a performance model of the full LOFAR
imaging pipeline (Van Weeren et al., 2016; Williams et al.,
2016; Smirnov and Tasse, 2015). including the DI step,
implemented by prefactor, and the DD step, implemented
by ddf-pipeline. This model will make it possible to first
understand and then optimize the LOFAR pipeline and
suggest for hardware and software improvements.
Appendix A. Performance Collection Implemen-
tation Details
In this work, we have developed the pipeline collector
suite, aimed at collecting detailed time-series information
from distributed scientific pipelines.
The tcollector package is a python software suite that
can collect system performance data at predetermined in-
tervals. The package is designed to monitor the per-
formance statistics for web-servers and cluster nodes.
The tcollector software records time series of the differ-
ent performance metrics and sends them to a Time Se-
ries Database through HTTP. The Time Series Database,
OpenTSDB stores the data in an HBase (Apache HBase,
2015) instance at the performance collection server. Users
interested in plotting time series can plot real time or his-
torical data through an HTTP interface with OpenTSDB.
With a central performance collection server, data from
multiple processing sites can be collected and analyzed.
Tcollector formats the time series information in four
fields. First is the name of the metric which is measured.
Second is the UNIX timestamp. Third is the time series
recorded as an integer or a float. Finally, a set of tags
(key-value pairs) can be added to the data point. These
four fields are discussed below and can be seen on the right
side of Figure A.14.
tcollector.py
TSDB Server
Time Series Database
LOFAR 
Software
collector 1
collector 2
collector 3pipeline_coll 1
pipeline_coll 2
Worker Nodes
HTT
P P
OS
T
Metric       timestamp  value   tags
exe.ndppp.2131.io.rchar     1459921234          32                 host=sara.nl
exe.ndppp.5211.io.wchar    1459921234          672               host=sara.nl
proc.net.tcp                         1459921234         123                host=sara.nl
iostat.part.write_requests    1459921235         88                  host=sara.nl
iostat.disk.msec_total          1459921235         8001789        host=sara.nl
net.sockstat.sockets_inuse  1459921235         22                  host=sara.nl
net.stat.tcp.syncookies        1459921237         27                  host=sara.nl
net.stat.tcp.abort                 1459921237         410                host=sara.nl... ... ... ...
Figure A.14: Communication between worker nodes and the TSDB
server, including the pipeline collector modules (in red). The
pipeline collector suite collects information on the running LOFAR
pipelines, while the rest of the tcollector package collects system per-
formance data. The existing tcollector package and its collectors are
shown in gray. The collectors in gray only record metrics from the
global system.
Appendix A.1. The pipeline collector suite
The tcollector package cannot collect data on individ-
ual processes, nor can it associate these processes with
specific steps of a data processing pipeline. We’ve sup-
plemented the software with the pipeline collector suite14
using an executable that monitors a pipeline’s running pro-
cesses15. When an executable that is part of the LOFAR
pipeline launches, a dedicated collector begins reporting
information on the individual process. Every time a new
processing step starts, the prefactor pipeline records the
step name in a log file. pipeline collector determines the
current running step using this log. Running the LO-
FAR processing concurrently with the tcollector package
gives us per-step performance data without changing or
slowing down the LOFAR prefactor pipeline. Further-
more, pipelie collector can be integrated with any process-
ing pipeline as long as each pipeline step’s name is recorded
at its launch.
The pipeline collector suite sends data to the time se-
ries database in the same format as the rest of the collec-
tors included in the tcollector package.
Appendix A.2. Setting up for future pipelines
The setup options for pipeline collector are stored in a
configuration file in the root directory of the package. This
14Located at https://gitlab.com/apmechev/procfs tcollector.git
15Located at https://github.com/apmechev/procfsamp
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file holds the sample interval, executables to monitor and
the location where pipeline collector can read the current
pipeline step
The pipeline collector suite reads the current pipeline
step from a file, the location of which is specified in the
configuration. This file needs to be updated each time the
pipeline begins a new step. For LOFAR we have a script
running with the pipeline, and determining the current
step using the pipeline logs. As each pipeline has a unique
sequence of steps, the current step needs to be recorded
in a file in order for pipeline collector to report it to the
time series database. The location of the file recording the
current pipeline step is read from the configuration file.
Next, the names of the specific processes need to be
included in the configuration file. In the case of LOFAR,
we select the NDPPP, bbs-reducer and losoto processes.
The pipeline collector searches the running processes for
the current user for these process names and launches a
collector for each new process launched by the current step.
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